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Psalm 28:7 The LORD is my strength and my shield, in whom my heart trusts. I am helped, so my 

heart rejoices; with my song I praise him. 
 
In late October 1989, when my husband answered the call to pastor a church in New Jersey, we 
lived in Texas. The little church in the north Jersey woods was not able to help financially with 
the move. We had to sell our house for the minimum profit in order to pay the movers. Having 
been in Texas less than two years, our house had no equity; selling it would be a burden.   
 
By Thanksgiving we still had not sold the house. That holiday weekend we were gifted with a 
fabulous family gathering at an Indian reservation in Oklahoma. We stayed in cabins and spent 
many hours walking through God’s country. On one of those walks, I was astonished by the 
sight of a sun dog in the sky. I had never seen one before. But I was more astonished at the 
sudden knowing in my heart that we were supposed to set up the move immediately without 
waiting for the house to sell, without waiting until we had the money in hand. I stopped Ed on 
the walk and excitedly announced, “We’re supposed to call the moving company, set up the 
move and prepare to leave on such and such a date.” It was the first time God began to speak 
to me in rainbows. 
 
It took a few days for my husband to come on board with that crazy idea, but he did. And we 
continued to follow the lead of the Holy Spirit regarding the move. After all, we knew his voice 
and trusted his help. 
 
One day, while the movers were packing up boxes to load the next day, a man walked into our 
messy house and made an offer, which we accepted.  
 
Our goods were shipped; closing was scheduled for a week later. We took the time to visit Ed’s 
grandmother in East Texas. We drove back to Arlington for closing, which did not go smoothly. 
In fact, the buyer did not have the money with him, only a promise from his bank. I must admit 
a near panic, wondering how, without money, we would get our goods off the truck in north 
Jersey. But I didn’t panic. I kept my mind on Jesus. Together we continued to trust as we told 
the buyer he could overnight the money to us in New Jersey. 
 
By now it was mid-December 1989, the coldest December in the nation to date. A huge part of 
the country was being covered by a massive ice storm. We listened to every weather forecast. It 
seemed the fastest route for us – necessary to meet the truck - would be a disaster to drive 
through.  But Ed woke from a dream the day we left and said, “We will take the planned route. 
God will make the path smooth.” 
 
Every highway on our entire journey from Texas to New Jersey was completely dry, with 
blankets of snow and ice bordering each. As it turned out, the ice storm had taken a strange 
and unexpected path by literally dividing itself between north and south, leaving our entire 
route clear. 



 
When we arrived in New Jersey to meet the moving van, there was an envelope waiting with 
their payment.  Our goods were off loaded. And then the snow began to fall. In fact, we saw 18 
inches of snow that first night – an incredible treat for our little girls who had only lived in 
Virginia and Texas. 
 
We believed the Proverb, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own 
understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him and he will direct your paths.” We prayed and 
we praised and our trust in him only gathered in strength for he is our shield. 
 
To Jesus, through Mary. 
Cheryl Ann Wills 
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